Dear people,
at the present time is building global system of control people - chip totality. This
system is building subtly and artfully via mobile phones, internet, computers,
biometric ID cards and others. Because of this, in love and humility, we want to warn
you, that you choose live in slavery and unfreedom.
With love and wisdom we warn you before tagging your bodies and things via chips. If
you choose this, if you choose to implant chips into your body, you will be control
much more than now. Your body and ideas will be controlled by negative aliens
entities = lizards from the dark worlds in the negative state. Live with chip in body =
live without love, without freedom, it's life in slavery. And just this kind of life your are
choose now.
Building of chip totality (chip slavery) is gradual and subtly - hidden, so people can't
do anything (they just don't see what is really happening). Just look around you - chip
are almost everywhere - in your credit cards, in student cards, cards of health
insurance, smart card for public transport, etc. Next problem is collection of personal
data - fingerprinting, tracking (via street cameras, your cellphones and others). Also
currency is unification - euro. The aims is create a one world government and tagging
all people via chip.
Mandatory vaccination against viruses in past was just preparation for planned
mandatory implantation of chip. The monarchs just can cause pandemic and order
mandatory vaccination = implant chip into human bodies without their knowledge.
The aims is only to control people - via chips in your body they can control your
physical body, your ideas, your feelings, just everything.
It depends only on you what you will choose:
Life without chips = love and freedom, or life with chips = slavery and no love.

How to solve this problem:
Work on yourself:
Control your own ideas - keep and develop positive ideas (loving, full of goodness,
etc.) and negative ideas (and deeds) transform to positive ideas and deeds.

Remove evil from yourself - in every moment be full of love, goodness, joy, harmony,
love your family and friends, love all live on Earth and also love yourself. Forgiveness.
Open your spiritual heart - consciously send love to the Prime Creator of everything
and all with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ, to your family and friends, to planet
Earth. This sending of love works as protection against negative energy around you.
Other important information about the situation of humanity you can find here http://www.angels-light.org/english/default_en.htm

We, beings from the other worlds in the positive state, we want to show you that is
possible to live in love, joy, harmony, without money, without wars, without diseases,
without stress and others, in your society "normal things".
The love is the biggest mission of life for us and this love brings us to you, to help you.
We bring you love, truth and wisdom, because from these you originally come. We
watch how most people from their own free will choose negative ideas and behavior
and sends itself into the abyss. People are blinded by the technical development,
people believe only to what they hear in televisions, radios and others media. A lot of
important and truthful information is purposely kept secret. We have prepared
projects for your governments, projects which can help you and improve you life
situation, but your governments refuse our help and they also don't want to inform
you about us.
Now, physical bodies of most people are 95% controlled by negative entities on the
planet Earth and also from universe. The Pseudocreators encapsulate your spirit and
soul into proton capsules, so your real spirit and soul communicates with your body
only for 5%!!! You are in this pseudoreality from your own free will. This world is 95%
controlled by negative state via thousands of control programs, and with permission
of the Prime Creator of everything and all with the nature of the Lord Jesus Christ for
the sake of important spiritual edification (to firsthand).
Some of you are here on this planet because of improvement in its love for good, for
wisdom, for life, for truth, improvement of its help to family and friends, improvement
in its love for the Prime Creator of everything and all. But most people were choose
improvement its love for evil, for stupidity, for falsity - they were choose its love for
material - love for the Pseudocreators from the dark worlds in the negative state.

Each of these choices has implications and consequences, which each person
experiences in this or in next life(s) - firsthand and tangibly. All information you can
find on http://www.angels-light.org/english/default_en.htm, especially in the books
"Talks with teachings from my cosmic friends", "Heaven and Hell", "Christ exposes
the demons' state" and "The sermon on the mount".
All people are receiving thousands impulses and feedbacks from their birth information about that they don't live in the natural loving environment, but in
control of the negative state. People also receiving information about how to get out
of this control - via selfless pure love and good. These information and impulses are
also contained in some fairy tales.

Watching spaceships
A lot of people watch flights of cosmic people (in spaceships) - angels of heaven
(especially at night). These spaceships fly at a height around 15 - 80 kilometres.
Usually it is a large mother ships, but most of them is hidden. Around planet Earth is
around 100 000 mother ships with 250 millions cosmic people (angels of heaven). Not
only planet Earth needs a lots of help, that's the reason, why there is so much cosmic
people. But these cosmic people never interfere to people' freedom of choice!!!
All you need for watching these spaceships is to have a positive ideas, love in heart
and with love and humility ask the Prime Creator of everything and all and cosmic
people about light greeting. On page of angels of heaven (link above) you can find
some videos about these spaceships flights.
On September 6th 2003 in Prague (Czech republic) was seen flights of spaceships. It
happened after meditation of love for planet Earth in the Prague castle. More than 50
loving and positive people seen these flights of spaceships. More on page angels of
heaven on link above.

Who are these cosmic people (angels of heaven)?
They are wonderful beings which are full of love, wisdom, harmony, good and joy.
They are extremely loving, very conscious and they live in harmony with cosmic (God)
laws. These cosmic people of light ordinarily live in higher dimensions, people called it
like paradise or heaven. Their worlds are full of love, joy, beauty and diversities. No
evil or hatred exist here - they know and want only all positive. A lot of cosmic people

of light from these higher dimensions is around planet Earth at present. Why? They
help planet Earth (Earth is living and conscious being). They help planet Earth and
people for the shift to higher 5th dimension. But the cosmic people of light are hidden,
because beings from higher dimension can't show to beings in lower dimension
without their agreement (they can not directly interfere - it's one of the universal
cosmic laws).
They do a lot of things - healing of the ozone hole, cleaning atmosphere, cleaning
radioactive places, capturing harmful radiation from the sun, phasing out of war,
alleviation of armed conflicts, they also lead people to love (via intuitive thought
impulses). Cosmic people of light are just a very good friends, but their help come on
request - remember that they can't directly interfere without your agreement.
Since January 1998, the negative entities from the negative state haven't physical
access to our Solar system. They were completely replaced cosmic people of light from
the positive state, namely fleet of Aštar Šeran and Ptaah. Since January 1998 these
cosmic people of light physically protect planet Earth and its surroundings against
negative entities from the negative state. Cosmic people of light help planet Earth and
people via sending love - subtle vibrations. They also give advices through open
spiritual heart in everyday life, so that people can return home to the positive state.
Cosmic people of light work consciously for the Prime Creator of everything and all.
They are here in pure love to planet Earth and people.
With the Prime Creator of everything and all these cosmic people carry out rescue
operations - transformation of negative ideas (coarse vibrations) into positive ideas
(subtle vibrations) using direct action of love. Cosmic people of light by the way
several times prevent a nuclear war. They are still watch terrestrial nuclear arsenal.
Ptaah - angel of heaven - commander of starfleet from the Pleiades, very good and
beautiful friend, he is full of love, good, wisdom and intelligence, he is patient and
humble. His starfleet operates around planet Earth from half april to half october.
Aštar Šeran - angel of heaven - commander of big starfleet of 10 millions motherships
(headquarters is located on a ship called Share). He is full of love, wisdom, humility
and patience, responsibility, he also can be strict. He cares about part of universe
called Bela, Quadra or sector 4. He is in constant communication with the Prime
Creator of everything and all and with other celestial hierarchy of this part of
universe. He came from high spiritual society in 5th dimension, from planet called
Nirbua (our Venus). His spirit is incarnated in half-material body (weight 18 kg, hight
more than 2 metres). In addition to this half-material body he has thousands mental

bodies - using them he works in many parts of the universe. He communicates with
thousands beings at the same time. He has wife Ester and oldest son Isaac. He is 28
000 years old, but he looks like 18 years old. He also lived and worked in the Atlantean
civilization until its fall more than 11 000 years ago. His starfleet operates around
planet Earth from half october to half april.
These starfleet's among other tasks from 1 January 1998 are on evacuation alert for
evacuation of those who are able to be evacuated - 2.5% people (2006) and animals in
case global cleaning processes or in case chip totality (implanting chips into human
body) or in case other threats (global scale).
Some animals, which are not necessary to maintain the ecology of planet Earth, are
evacuated continually.
Also less number of people is evacuated continually - their mission on this planet was
successfully met.
We alert that most of people is controlled remotely from the dark worlds (more than
90%) - their minds is more than 90% controlled - so their life is actually pseudolife,
which is programmed in the dark worlds and remotely controlled via antennas on the
moon.
Status of each person - positive or negative is given by its vibration state of energy of
its bodies and minds - spirit, soul, mental bodies and physical body. Its spiritual state
is everyone always freely choose (even with limited freedom) in this, in previous and in
future lives - in everyday deeds and behavior. Spiritual state of each person is not
dependent on elections of other beings!!!

Cleaning processes of planet Earth
Planet Earth is living being in higher phase development and now Earth is cleaning
itself from negative energies of ignorant people, who hurt planet Earth by this. The
vast majority of people has a negative ideas and behavior -> a lot of negative energy > more cleaning processes of planet Earth -> more earthquakes, floods, storm, etc. If
people don't change, planet Earth these negative people gradually remove from its
surface.

Earth in our hands

All people can help planet Earth (and ourselves) - sending love, positive ideas =
positive energy, especially in morning and in evening.

Activities of cosmic people
Cosmic people of light every day do these activities, which are necessary for survival
planet Earth and humanity - they do it selflessly, with love, humility and patience and
no thanks from most people:
1) They sending streams of love for all people and by low voice they offer positive
ideas
2) They watch all war conflicts (from second world war)
3) They control all nuclear arsenal (weapons and power stations)
4) They complement the ozone hole
5) They clean atmosphere
6) They help to people with light mission in internal communication
7) They prepare conditions for new society after revibration positive people (people
who live positive life, people who are full of love, etc.
8) They are constantly on evacuation alert for immediate evacuation everything that
goes
9) They are always ready to cooperate with all governments
10) They warn against negative thinking, which attract negative entities from the
negative state and they protect people against their physical arrival.

Revibration, possibility of evacuation
Earth changes vibrations - frequency of oscillation of energy and moves to higher
dimensions. With planet Earth moves to higher dimensions everything what is able of
this dimension move to higher dimensions in the natural variation (with these physical
bodies). It means that all people who have sufficient vibrational - spiritual level and
people who live positive lives and fulfill their light mission, these people also can move

to higher dimension. Another possibility is evacuation - cosmic people of light just
evacuate these positive people using their spaceships.

Awareness
All information about this are spread through ordinary loving people, especially
people who communicate and cooperate with cosmic people of light (angels of
heaven). Present human information system (internet, media, etc.) is just used for
spread negative, false, fraudulent, misleading or otherwise deformed information.
That's the reason why you can't find these information about truth in other sectors
like education, religion, government, science, culture, etc. Most of people is a puppet
of the negative state - they are maximally controlled, so because of this the true
information spreads so bad. Since 1949 cosmic people of light offered help to
presidents (Truman, Stalin, Eisenhower, etc.), but they were refused. All information
on page of angels of heaven ( http://www.angels-light.org/english/default_en.htm )
and on albafos blog comes from loving positive people from different times. All these
information about truth are freely distributable. All these information about truth
were supplied by cosmic people of lights or by the Prime Creator of everything and all.

How to communicate with cosmic people (angels of heaven):
Motto: Communication with peaceful aliens in czech countries is in full swing.
Dedicated with love to all peaceful people in these czech countries (Czech republic and
Slovakia) and our friends from universe.
Dear readers, now I mention you the connection conditions with cosmic people
(angels of heaven) and with the Prime Creator of everything and all. These conditions
are listed in book "Talks with teachings from my cosmic friends", here is only a brief
summary. People, who have materialistic thinking, and people who have suppressed
emotion, these people will have to focus on removing these barriers.
These conditions are actually in compliance with conditions of Cosmic laws of the
Prime Creator of everything and all and thanks to these conditions you increase and
stabilizes your vibratory - spiritualy level:
1) Live loving, harmonious and spiritually - emotionally based and decent life. Love
your the Prime Creator of everything and all, love your spirit and physical body, don't

excessively drink alcohol - best not to drink at all, restrict smoking - best not to smoke
at all, forgive others and yourself.
2) Love other human beings, even the ones that hurt you, because they just do what
they can do
3) Love all other creatures, animate and inanimate, it means nature, flowers, animals
and planet Earth, which is higher being than we
4) Try to limit eating meat, best not to eat meat at all
5) Destroy all negative literature, it means destroy all books and magazines about
wars, erotica, dinosaurs and negative aliens (UFO abductions, etc.) - source of
negative energy
6) Don't read negative books and magazines, don't watch negative movies, it's good
to ignore policy (its full of coarse vibrations)
7) Don't have excess property (2 and more houses for yourself, 2 and more cars for
yourself, etc.)
8) Help to people in need according to your possibilities
9) At least a minimum work in spreading the truth (for example help people who
spread truth information)
10) Not to harm other creatures
Example of introduction communication with cosmic people or with the Prime Creator
of everything and all:
Dear Prime Creator of everything and all, my beloved, please about connection..
 with you
 with my friends from the universe
 with Aštar Šeran, Ptaah..
During the communication with the cosmic people (angels of heaven) is necessary to
have the cleanest ideas and love in heart, pencil in your hand and prepared paper and
during writing just spread the love and have no doubts or something like this. The best
communication is via 4th heart chakra (in spirit, can not hear the voice). Much joy,
lessons and great experiences in building a friendship with cosmic people!

We are your loving friends from other worlds in the true positive state. We love you
and help you how much is possible, but only with you agreement - we can't directly
interfere. All is just on you, all is just about your elections.
We love you and help you
http://www.angels-light.org/english/default_en.htm

